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Abstract: The changes of biomass, exergy and structural exergy under the action of various chemical pollution (addition of nutrient compounds, pesticides, chlorinated phenols, oil, heavy metal ions, acidification etc.) are analysed for 50 experimental works with model aquatic ecosystems - microcosms, mesocosms and experimental ponds.

Structural exergy is shown to remain at constant level or to increase when the allochtonous compounds can be metabolised by ecosystem, or when the ecosystem can adapt itself to the input of toxicant by structural changes. When the substance is too conservative, too toxic or/and is coming in too high concentrations, structural exergy is decreasing, demonstrating the inability of ecosystem to adapt to this influence and irreversibility of changes in ecosystem.

The possibility to use such parameter as structural exergy for estimation of ecosystem state and its changes under various external influences is demonstrated. It reflects the state of ecosystem and can indicate the degree of ecosystem adaptation, decreasing when important for ecosystem functioning components are eliminated.

In experiments with mathematical model of lake Baikal ecosystem exergy content is shown to increase after addition of nutrients and to decrease after addition of phenolic compounds, reflecting the general shifts in ecosystem.
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1. Introduction

Though the ecosystem health concept itself is criticised (Suter, 1993) the necessity to have measurable parameter, reflecting the state of the ecosystem as the whole and making it possible to estimate the damage of ecosystem changes under precise external influences, is now accepted by the most of ecologists and environmental scientists (Bartell et al., 1992; Costanza et al., 1992).

It seems natural to use one of so called goal functions to characterise the state of the ecosystem and the changes of it under external influences. Among various goal functions proposed to describe the ecosystem development direction, one, namely exergy, is shown to have such advantages as good theoretical basis in thermodynamics, close relation to information theory, rather high correlation with
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others goal functions and relative easiness of computation (Jørgensen, 1992a). Firstly applied in ecological modelling in the end of 70-th (Mejer & Jørgensen, 1979), now exergy is used for the estimation of parameters of ecosystem models and development of models able to predict species composition changes (Jørgensen, 1992b, 1992c; Jørgensen & Nielsen, 1994).

Exergy is defined as the distance between present state of the system and the state of it in thermodynamic equilibrium with the environment, measured in the units of energy. It demonstrates the amount of work performed to create given system from its primary components (in the case of ecological systems - from inorganic chemical compounds). Exergy related to the total biomass measures the possibility of ecosystem to accept and utilise external fluxes of energy. This structural or normalised exergy reflects the degree of ecosystem development or complexity and has such advantages in comparison with the total exergy as independence from the total biomass of the ecosystem and possibility to serve as indicator, demonstrating the level of evolutionary development of organisms the ecosystem consists of.

The relation of exergy content with the trophic status of water body was demonstrated by Salomonsen (1992). The main features of the changes of exergy of ecological systems under the external perturbations were studied in the experiments with water bodies and flows mathematical models, describing processes of eutrophication and toxification (Jørgensen, 1995). The recent work is dedicated to the behaviour of exergy and structural exergy in physical models of aquatic ecosystems - microcosms, mesocosms and experimental ponds under various external perturbations.

2. Model ecosystems description

Experiments with the physical models of ecosystems (model ecosystems) are now one of the most often used tools for ecological risk assessment. The number of experimental works with the model ecosystems has significantly increased during the last two decades when the necessity of the holistic approach to the estimation of effects of external disturbances, particularly chemical pollution, on ecosystems was realised (Odum, 1984; Lundgren, 1985; Gearing, 1989).

Model ecosystems can be divided into three groups: microcosms, mesocosms and experimental ponds. The first, microcosms, are laboratory systems exposed to environmental factors controlled by scientist. Mesocosms are the parts of natural system, completely or partly isolated from it and exposed to the same environmental conditions as the mother ecosystem. Experimental ponds usually are replicate artificial ponds exposed to natural environmental influences. They represent the best possible approach to natural conditions, but they can not be large enough to be oligo-, or, at least, mesotrophic water bodies.

In present study the total number of cases taken into account is 50. There are 28 freshwater and 22 marine ecosystems, among them 21 are oligo-, 14 are meso- and 15 - eutrophic communities according to trophic status.

The volumes of experimental systems varied from 1 300 m³ (Takahashi et al., 1977) to 3.8 l (Taub, 1984), the duration of experiment - from 4 days (Havens, 1994a) to 16 months (Rosemarin et al., 1990). In the most cases the number of replicates in experiment was 2 or 3, ranging from 1 to 6.
Part of model ecosystems called “mesocosms” by authors (Fairchild et al., 1992; Webber et al., 1992; Hoagland et al., 1993; Drenner et al., 1993) are experimental ponds according to definition given above. Among the microcosms there are isolated system (Taub, 1984), system consisting from compartments with recirculation (Kersting, 1984), flow through systems (Oviatt et al., 1977; Heinle et al., 1979; Lynch et al., 1985; Rosemarin et al., 1990). Mesocosms are represented by bags isolated both from atmosphere and sediments (Havens, 1992, 1994a, 1994b), bags open to atmosphere (Takahashi et al., 1997; Grice et al., 1977; Davies & Gamble, 1979; Kuiper, 1977, 1981a, 1981b, 1983; Kuiper & Hansveit, 1984a, 1984b), cylinders open to atmosphere and anchored on sediments (Schauerte et al., 1982; De Costa et al., 1983; Lay et al., 1984; Cuker, 1987; Yasuno et al., 1988; Barnuta et al., 1990; Thompson et al., 1993; Baretta-Bekker et al., 1994).

For the purposes of recent work it was necessary to know reactions of at least two trophic levels to external influence. In the most cases there were only phytoplankton and zooplankton communities responses studied during investigation. Some experiments took into account bacterioplankton (Oviatt et al., 1977; Schauerte et al., 1982; Perez et al., 1983; Kuiper, 1981a; 1983; Kuiper & Hansveit, 1984a, 1984b; Havens, 1994b; Baretta-Bekker et al., 1994) or fishes (Drenner et al., 1993) together with phyto- and zooplankton. The most complete pelagic community experimental study included records of bacterio-, phyto-, zooplankton communities and fishes population dynamics (Azam et al., 1977; Beers et al., 1977; Grice et al., 1977; Koeller et al., 1977; Takahashi et al., 1977, Thomas et al., 1977). In some experiments only benthic communities were studied (Lynch et al., 1985; Notini et al., 1989; Rosemarin et al., 1990). Only few experiments were carried out with the complete ecosystems, consisting of phyto- and zooplankton, benthic invertebrates (Elmgren & Frithsen, 1982) and fishes (Boyle, 1980; Fairchild et al., 1992; Webber et al., 1992). The most complete among them covered bacteria, phytoplankton, zooplankton, phytothentos, periphyton, zoobenthos and fishes (Giddings et al., 1984).

3. The calculations of exergy

For exergy calculations it was necessary to have the biomasses of ecosystem components. Unfortunately, the biomass of bacteria is given only in one work (Baretta-Bekker et al., 1994), biomass of phytoplankton - in three (Baretta-Bekker et al., 1994; Havens, 1992; 1994a), of zooplankton - in four (Heinle et al., 1979; Baretta-Bekker et al., 1994; Havens, 1992, 1994a). The concentration of zooplankton was expressed practically in all cases in number of individuals per unit of volume, of phytoplankton - in mg of chlorophyll a content, sometimes in number of cells per unit of volume (Hurlbert et al., 1972; Schauerte et al., 1982; Lay et al., 1984, 1985a, 1985b; Webber et al., 1992), or as biovolume (Havens & Heath, 1989; Havens, 1994a). Benthic invertebrates quantities were expressed as number of individuals per unit of area. In all these cases the values were recalculated into mg of dry weight per cubic metre on the basis of data known from the literature (Jørgensen et al., 1991).

For the calculation of exergy (mg detritus m⁻³) the equation given by Jørgensen (1994) was used:
\[
\frac{\text{Ex}}{RT} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_i \ast f_i
\]

where \( R \) is the gas constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( N \) is the number of components, \( c_i \) is the biomass of component \( i \), \( f_i \) is the conversion factor corresponding to this component, and depending on the number of genes and number of cell types of given organism. The latter can be found in Jørgensen et al. (1995). As it was necessary simply to compare the changes of exergy, it is expressed as Ex/RT throughout the paper. Structural exergy was calculated as relation of Ex/RT to the total biomass of the ecosystem.

Before the presentation of the results it is necessary to point out the main sources of possible errors. They are: insufficient number of replicates in experiments, insufficient number of ecosystem components taken into account (mainly zoo- and phytoplankton), errors of biomass estimations, made on the basis of chlorophyll \( a \) content, number of zooplankton specimens etc., and, of course, errors raised during the estimation of exergy, as we don't know exact number of informative genes and cell types for the most organisms, but only approximate differences between them. Though estimations presented are rough, they, nevertheless, can provide us with the information concerning the change of exergy and structural exergy in the ecosystem under the external influence.

4. Mathematical model

The basic object of the model is optimisation of interaction of the anthropogenic factors with ecosystem of Baikal, therefore the model was based on the method of disturbances (Silow et al., 1995). The model describes effects of anthropogenic influence on the state of the lake ecosystem components and destruction of pollutants under the action of biotic and abiotic factors.

The lake water surface is divided into 10 regions, significantly differing by their conditions. In each region the water body is divided into three layers (0-50, 50-250), the layer 250m-bottom was supposed to be homogenous. 21 boxes are thus obtained and ecosystem dynamics within each box \((j)\) is described by an equation:

\[
\frac{dZ_j}{dt} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Q_{ik} Z_k + r(Z_j) + u_j
\]

where \( Z \) - vector of ecosystem deviation from unperturbed state; \( Q \) - mutual influence matrix of ecosystem components; \( r \) - functions of the influence of hydro-physical processes on substance export/import in each cell; \( u \) - the vector of external influences.

Biotic components described by the model - bacterio-, phyto-, zooplankton, fishes, seal, zoo- and phytobenthos, hydrochemical parameters - water mineralization, nitrogen and phosphorus content, dissolved and particulate organic matter, content of pollutants - phenols, oil products, heavy metals, other anthropogenic influences - catchment of fishes and seal.

The inputs of the model are the input of pollutants with tributaries and precipitation, other economic activity. Model describes both seasonal and annual changes. Information provision is based
on the series of *in situ* field experiments with mesocosms made in different seasons for five years (Silow *et al.*, 1991).

**Fig. 1** Effects of addition of phosphorus on lake plankton biomass (1), exergy (2) - left scale, - and structural exergy (3) - right scale. A - initial 0.1 μg l⁻¹ (on the basis of data by De Costa *et al.*, 1983), B - permanent 0.1 μg l⁻¹ d⁻¹ (on the basis of data by Cuker, 1987).

**5. Results**

Addition of nutrients caused the following effects. Input of phosphorus (De Costa *et al.*, 1983; Cuker, 1987) resulted in increase of both biomass and exergy of lake plankton (Fig. 1), while structural exergy remained practically at the same level, as the biomasses of the all components of the ecosystem increased in the similar proportion. In experiments with marine plankton community joint addition of phosphate, nitrate and silicate (Baretta-Bekker *et al.*, 1994) caused increase of biomass and exergy of plankton, structural exergy remained at the same level. In microcosms (Heinle *et al.*, 1979) nitrogen addition did not affected biomass, exergy and the structural exergy of the ecosystem. Addition of phosphorus caused the increase of phytoplankton biomass, followed by the growth of copepods biomass and, consequently, increase of grazing, resulted in decrease of the total biomass, when the extra amounts of phosphate were exhausted, and increase of share of zooplankton in it. It was reflected by the growth of exergy and structural exergy.

Input of treated urban sewage (Heinle *et al.*, 1979; Oviatt *et al.*, 1979), where nutrients were the main component, did not significantly influenced the biomasses and caused the increase of exergy in short-term (two-weeks) experiments, as in the previously described case. As a result of it the structural exergy of the system increased. In long-term (170 days) experiment there was no significant changes of the parameters studied.
Fig. 2. Effects of pesticides on aquatic communities biomass and exergy (left scale) and structural exergy (right scale).

A - dimethylamine salt of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, mg l\(^{-1}\) (on the basis of data by Boyle, 1980), B - 20 nM Kepone; C - bifenthrin (on the basis of data by Drenner et al., 1993), here exergy content is expressed in 10. (on the basis of data by Perez et al., 1991)

Fig. 3 Effects of cadmium addition (µg l\(^{-1}\)) on marine plankton biomass and exergy (left scale) and structural exergy (right scale) (on the basis of data by Kuiper, 1981b).

When pesticides were added to experimental systems, normalised exergy has decreased only in three cases from 11 studies (Fig. 2). Dimethylamine salt of 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid (Boyle, 1980) stimulated the growth of algae. The increase of their share in the total biomass was reflected by decrease of structural exergy. The addition of Kepone (Perez et al., 1991) reduced the biomass and grazing pressure of zooplankton due to toxic effect and, consequently, caused the decrease of
structural exergy. Even in these experiments the decrease of structural exergy was not very significant. The addition of toxicant in high concentration (Drenner et al., 1993), which caused complete elimination of zooplankton and fishes and decrease of phytoplankton biomass resulted in sharp fall down of structural exergy.

Fig. 4. Effects of acidification on the lake plankton biomass and exergy (left scale) and structural exergy (right scale). A - on the basis of data by Havens & De Costa (1987), B - on the basis of data by Barmuta et al. (1990), C - on the basis of data by Havens (1992), D - on the basis of data by Havens & Heath (1989). In the last case aluminium (180 µg l⁻¹) was added.

Addition of Dursban (Hurlbert et al., 1972) led to the phytoplankton bloom (the biomass of algae in treated ponds was more than 10 times higher than in control ones) due to initial decrease of zooplankton biomass, recovered after receiving extra food source from algae. So, though biomass and exergy content increased, structural exergy remained the same. Carbaryl (Havens, 1994 a) also
affected zooplankton, but mainly cladocerans, which were replaced with copepods and structural exergy decreased very insignificantly. Hexazinone (Thompson et al., 1993a, 1993b), permethrin (Yasuno et al., 1988) and dichlobenil (Kersting, 1984) influenced phytoplankton, causing the decrease of its biomass. The structural exergy remained at the initial level due to corresponding decrease of zooplankton biomass.

In the experiments with esfenvalerate (Fairchild et al., 1992; Webber et al., 1992) the direct effects of it resulted in decrease of biomass of crustacean zooplankton, worms and insects. The biomass of phytoplankton and rotifers increased, fishes were not affected or even increased in biomass. So, community adapted to the pollutant and its structural exergy was not changed.

Joint addition of atrazine and bifenthrin (Hoagland et al., 1993) caused decrease of biomasses of both phyto- and zooplankton, but did not affect their relations. As a result of it the structural exergy was not affected.

Addition of chlorinated phenolic compounds (Schauerte et al., 1982; Kuiper & Hansveit, 1984a) toxic for algae caused the decrease of the total biomass of the system, but did not influenced structural exergy, as zooplankton biomass decreased following the biomass of algae. In the case when it changed slower than algae biomass decrease, the increase of structural exergy was observed.

3,4-dichloroaniline (Kuiper & Hansveit, 1984b) caused the decrease of phytoplankton biomass in low, and mortality of zooplankton in high concentrations. As a result of it structural exergy increased after addition of it in low concentrations (it is necessary to note, that later it was to decrease, following the lack of food for zooplankton) and decreased after high-dose addition. Experiments with other chlorinated organic compounds toxic for zooplankton (Lay et al., 1984, Lay et al., 1985a) also showed the decrease of structural exergy.

Long-term exposure of experimental ecosystem to oil input (Giddings et al., 1984) resulted in fluctuations of structural exergy, slight increase of exergy, practically constant biomass at concentrations less than 4 mg:l−1, higher input caused total elimination of fishes, phyto-benthos, significant decrease of zooplankton, reflected in the fall of all three parameters. The similar processes took place in the experiments with constant high-level input of oil to marine experimental ponds (Elmgren & Frithsen, 1982), where sufficient decrease of structural exergy, reflecting the degradation of ecosystem was observed.

Addition of 5-nitrofuroic acid (Kuiper, 1983) caused some increase of phytoplankton biomass and did not affect zoo- and bacterioplankton, so structural exergy changed insignificantly. Benzene (Lay et al., 1985b) addition resulted in complete elimination of zooplankton and, consequently, fall of structural exergy, though biomass has been increased. Addition of streptomycin sulphate (Taub, 1984) caused structural exergy increase, connected with the replacement of daphnia population by more numerous ostracods.

In long-term experiments with hexachlorobiphenyl and atrazine (Lynch et al., 1985) slight decrease of plant biomass and some increase of animal biomass were observed, structural exergy was not affected. Trichloroguaiacol (Rosemarin et al., 1990) additions did not caused any direct toxic effect, though the abundance of molluscs and worms increased, while the number of insects and crustaceans
decreased. No changes of structural exergy were observed. Arsenate additions (Notini et al., 1989) severely affected *Fucus* population and caused its replacement with the filamentous algae as the dominant primary producers. The shift in community structure from herbivorous gastropods and crustaceans to detritivorous bivalves and gastropods as well as enhancement of fish production was observed. Structural exergy increased, while the total biomass decreased.

Copper addition (Havens, 1994a, 1994b) caused decrease both in biomass and exergy. Affecting mainly phytoplankton it caused decrease of its biomass, followed by decrease of zooplankton biomass. Structural exergy was not affected, as decrease of zooplankton biomass was proportional to decrease of phytoplankton one. But it is necessary to note that the duration of this experiment was only 4 days. When experiment lasted two weeks and concentration of copper was high enough to cause toxification of zooplankton significant decrease of structural exergy was observed.

Cadmium (Kuiper, 1981b) was toxic for zooplankton and caused the decrease of zooplankton biomass and increase of phytoplankton one due to lowering of grazing pressure. Structural exergy of the ecosystem decreased (Fig. 3).

Addition of mercury influenced ecosystems in the similar way. When the concentrations of mercury added were too low to cause direct toxic action the decrease of structural exergy was nevertheless observed, connected with the inhibition of zooplankton development rate and fish growth.

Experimental acidification of aquatic ecosystems to pH 4.5 caused some increase (Fig. 4a, b) or slight decrease (Fig. 4c, d) of the total biomass. Exergy content remained at the same level (Fig. 4a), slightly (Fig. 4b, c), or significantly (Fig. 4d) decreased. In all cases the structural exergy decreased significantly, as acidification was toxic for zooplankton and caused serious structural changes in plankton community. Addition of aluminium (Fig. 4d) caused no effect, or it was not such significant as the effect of acidification.

6. Discussion

It is clearly seen, that addition of compounds, which can be utilised by the community usually does not cause decreases of structural exergy. It is demonstrated in experiments with the nutrients and treated sewage. Some compounds (Dursban, dimethylamine salt of 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid, nitrofuroic acid) stimulated the growth of algae. It was followed by the increase of consumers biomass and structural exergy did not significantly changed.

When compound depressed the primary production processes by inhibition of phytoplankton (permethrin, atrazine, chlorinated phenolic compounds, copper in low concentrations), the lack of food for zooplankton caused the corresponding decrease of its biomass and structural exergy remained at the same level or increased. Arsenate addition caused the elimination of principal primary producer *Fucus*, but it was replaced by filamentous algae and the structural exergy was not decreased, in spite of the changes in the community structure. In some cases the substance added was toxic for some groups of consumers. The reduction of their biomass was compensated by increase of biomass of other animals. E.g., cladocerans were replaced with copepods after addition of Carbaryl, and with ostracods after addition of streptomycin, crustaceans, worms and insects were replaced with
rotifers and fishes under the action of esfenvalerate, insects and crustaceans were replaced with molluscs and worms in the presence of trichloroguaiaicol. These examples can be observed as the cases of ecosystem adaptation to external influences reflected by stability or rise of structural exergy level.

In all cases discussed above there were no significant decreases of structural exergy, so possibilities of ecosystem to use external resources remained at the same level, in spite of disturbances. Changes in the structure and composition of ecosystems always led to supporting the stability of existing structural exergy level. The decreases of total exergy observed in some experiments were connected with the availability of resources.

When added substances where very toxic or unmetabolized, e.g. Kepone, cadmium, mercury, inorganic acids, or the substances were introduced in high concentrations (copper, bifenthrin, chlorinated organic compounds, benzene, oil) the decrease of structural exergy was observed. Often it indicated the sufficient degradation of ecosystem, elimination of its component or even entire trophic levels. Sometimes it was observed when the toxicant was added in sublethal concentrations, e.g. low concentrations of mercury inhibited the crustacean zooplankton development rate and the growth of fishes.

In calculation experiments with mathematical model described above, addition of nutrients lead to increase of biomass and exergy content after addition of nutrients (phosphates and nitrates) and decrease of them after addition of phenolic compounds. Unfortunately the results of the model calculation are relative, not absolute data, so assessment of structural exergy changes is impossible.

7. Conclusion

Recent work demonstrates the possibility to use such parameter as structural exergy for estimation of ecosystem state and its changes under various external influences. It reflects the state of ecosystem and can indicate the degree of ecosystem adaptation, falling down when important for ecosystem functioning components are eliminated.

Structural exergy seems to remain at constant level or to increase when the allochtonous compounds can be metabolised by ecosystem, or when the ecosystem can adapt itself to the input of toxicant by structural changes.

When the substance is too conservative, too toxic or/and is coming in too high concentrations, structural exergy is falling down, demonstrating the inability of ecosystem to adapt to this influence and irreversibility of changes in ecosystem.
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